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Abstract
Tungsten diselenide (WSe$_2$) is a particularly interesting 2D material due to its p-type conductivity. Here we report a systematic single-step process to optimize crystal size by variation of multiple growth parameters resulting in hexagonal single crystals up to 165 $\mu$m wide. We then show that these large single crystals can be controllably in-situ doped with the acceptor Niobium (Nb). First principles calculations suggest that substitutional Nb doping of W would yield p-doping with no gap trap states. When used as the active layer of a field effect transistor (FET), doped crystals exhibit conventional p-type behavior, rather than the ambipolar behaviour seen in undoped WSe$_2$ FETs. Nb-doped WSe$_2$ FETs yield a maximum field effect mobility of 116 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, slightly higher than its undoped counterpart, with an on/off ratio of 10$^6$. Doping reduces the contact resistance of WSe$_2$, reaching a minimum value of 0.55 k$\Omega$-$\mu$m in WSe$_2$ FETs. The areal density of holes in Nb-doped WSe$_2$ is approximately double that of undoped WSe$_2$, indicating that Nb doping is working as an effective acceptor. Doping concentration can be controlled over several orders of magnitudes, allowing it to be used to control: FET threshold voltage, FET off-state leakage, and contact resistance.
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1. Introduction
Two-dimensional (2D) materials beyond graphene such as transitional metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs),$^{1-3}$ black phosphorus (BP),$^{4,5}$ and silicene$^6$ have recently attracted significant attention. 2D materials possess weak interlayer van der Waals forces and strong intralayer covalent bonds, which makes them prominent candidates for flexible electronic$^7,8$ and optoelectronic$^9-11$ applications. TMDCs are a large family of 2D materials with exceptionally diverse properties straddling semiconductors, superconductors, and metals.$^1$ The energy band gap of semiconducting TMDCs can be tuned by altering the number of layers, strain, chemical composition, and other properties.$^{1,11-13}$ The most heavily studied TMDC, MoS$_2$,$^{13-18}$ has demonstrated n-type field effect transistors (FETs) with a high on/off ratio.$^{19-21}$ WSe$_2$ is particularly important because it is one of the very few TMDCs that is naturally p-type.$^{22,23}$ WSe$_2$ is also well suited for application as photodetectors, light-emitting diodes, and photovoltaic devices due to its high absorption coefficient and efficient photoluminescence (PL).$^{24-27}$ WSe$_2$ is also of interest for thermoelectric devices due to its thermal conductivity, which is among the lowest in dense solids.$^{28}$

In past few years, researchers have developed several techniques to synthesize mono or few-layer WSe$_2$, including mechanical exfoliation,$^{22,29,30}$ liquid exfoliation,$^{31-33}$ physical vapor deposition,$^{34}$ and chemical vapor deposition (CVD).$^{35-39}$ Among these methods, CVD has the
best potential for reproducibly fabricating high-quality large-area monolayer single crystals. The former is arguably more important because the lack of grain boundaries produces better electronic and optical properties. Two papers on the temperature optimization of WSe$_2$ growth (Zhou et al. and Liu et al.) reported the change in WSe$_2$ crystal properties with WO$_3$ (i.e. growth) temperature variation. They were able to synthesize crystals up to 30 µm in width. However, the growth parameter space is more detailed than simply focusing on the growth temperature. Very large monolayer crystals (168 µm) were first demonstrated by Chen, et al. using a two-step nucleation/growth process involving moving the furnace during the run. Furthermore, conditions to achieve these large crystals often vary by growth system including furnace tube diameter, tube conditioning, heated furnace length, boat geometries, and substrate geometry. These details are not given by Chen, either in the paper or in the supplementary information document. We therefore begin by providing a simpler single-step process to produce 165 mm monolayer crystals including a systematic study to provide researchers with a roadmap, showing how source boat temperatures, total gas pressure, and hydrogen partial pressure can be adjusted to affect crystal size, shape, and number of layers. We conclude this section by comparing our optimal conditions to those of Chen, et. al. to show the significant variation in optimal conditions that can be observed.

A major limitation of WSe$_2$ as applied to FETs is the tendency of monolayer devices to demonstrate a poorly controlled threshold voltage and either ambipolar or p-type behavior, depending on the contact metals. Ambipolar behavior, generally observed with the most frequently used metals (Ti, Au, and Ni), drastically increases the off-state leakage current in FETs and heterojunction diodes. Finally, the high contact resistance typically observed due to the presence of a large Schottky barrier height degrades the performance of most devices. Control of the hole concentration in the WSe$_2$ through doping is needed to address all of these problems.

While there is an significant amount of literature on doping of thin film TMDCs, e.g. chemical doping of exfoliated TMDCs, ion implantation methods, and introduction of adspecies using Au, K, PEI, or other organics, these approaches have important shortcomings. Controlling the chalcogen composition is challenging and can change the band structure and adspecies that are only held by van der Waals forces have stability issues. Some of these approaches inevitably introduce defect states that severely reduce mobility and minority carrier lifetime. In-situ substitutional doping, a standard practice in conventional 3D semiconductors, is the best option for 2D technology as the bonding of the acceptors in the lattice provides excellent long-term stability without degrading performance.

We therefore investigate substitutional doping of large WSe$_2$ monolayer crystals. The substitutional doping of MoS$_2$ is by far the most studied of the TMDCs. Very high concentrations of Cs, Rb, K, Na, and Li as well as Nb have been used to reduce contact resistance, although no attempts at doping control were reported. The dopant was assumed to be substitutional, but no evidence has been presented. There are few papers on substitutional doping of 2D materials other than MoS$_2$. Gao et al. reported substitutional doping of Nb in CVD grown WS$_2$, while Kang et al. demonstrated p-doping of monolayer CVD WSe$_2$ via Se substitutional doping. However, in these two papers, no electrical transport measurement was performed to determine the electrical performance of the TMDC, such as the contact resistance.
and the carrier mobility. Only Fu, et al. has demonstrated Ta doping of WSe$_2$, but this was in small, multi-layer flakes of WSe$_2$.\textsuperscript{58}

In this work an acceptor impurity is added to the optimal growth process to both control threshold voltage and reduce contact resistance. This was done using an in-situ Nb source. The separation distance between the Nb$_2$O$_5$ boat and the WO$_3$ boat was varied to control the doping concentration. Accompanying first principles calculations strongly suggest that Nb is a substitutional dopant on W sites, and that such configuration provides an electronic structure free of trap states in the bandgap. Finally, devices made with Nb doped crystals, verifying high FET mobility, low ohmic contact resistance, and the ability to shift the threshold voltage.

2. Experimental Results

WSe$_2$ monolayer crystals were grown on SiO$_2$/Si substrates in a CVD tube system. Unless otherwise specified, the temperatures of the WO$_3$ and Se crucibles were maintained at 800 °C and 450 °C, respectively. The ratio of H$_2$/Ar was 1:8 and the tube pressure was 760 torr. The sample was placed on top of the WO$_3$-containing crucible. Basic growth information is provided in the Methods Section. Additional details are provided in the supporting information (SI).

In agreement with earlier work,\textsuperscript{37,38} we found that the crystal size increases with increasing WO$_3$ temperature. Below 700 °C only particles and very few small crystals were observed (Fig. 1a). The number of layers also increases with WO$_3$ temperature. Multilayer crystals start appearing above 800 °C, becoming dominant above 900 °C. This can be observed by a color change in optical microscopy and was confirmed by a shift in bandgap as seen by photoluminescence. We chose 800 °C as an optimum WO$_3$ boat temperature for the variation of other parameters.

As reported previously,\textsuperscript{38} crystal shape is also influenced by growth temperature. Crystals typically have a triangular shape, solely terminated by either W or Se,\textsuperscript{38,60} when grown from 700 to 800 °C. At 800 °C and above, both regular and irregular shapes appear. The latter can be hexagonal or nearly circular, suggesting a mixed termination. Shape can be affected by the arrival flux and sublimation rates of the adspecies and their mobility on the substrate. All three parameters are affected by growth temperature, which is also the WO$_3$ source temperature. The parameters can shift the growth between the kinetic-controlled (high temperature) and the thermodynamic-controlled (low temperature) regimes.\textsuperscript{61} The growth of crystal edges becomes kinetically-controlled (diffusion) in large crystals, resulting in non-straight edge structures.\textsuperscript{68}

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1** – Effects of (a) WO$_3$ / substrate temperature, (b) Se source temperature, and (c) H$_2$ to Ar flow ratio, on WSe$_2$ crystal size and type.
The temperature of the Se boat was then varied. Monolayer WSe$_2$ films up to 2 mm on a side were observed for growth in the Se temperature range of 250 to 400 °C. The crystals in these films were 20 to 50 µm in width suggesting that the Se flux plays a critical role in the uniform distribution of nucleation points on the substrate, resulting in film growth. If the Se temperature is sufficient to evaporate the Se charge completely, the size of the crystals drops sharply. For Se temperatures above 550 °C only particles are seen on the substrate. Since a Se temperature of 500 °C gave slightly larger crystals, it was used as the baseline condition for the final two steps of the optimization process.

The ratio of the carrier gas (H$_2$ and Ar) was then varied (Figure 1c). For H$_2$/Ar ratios from 1:8 to 1:6, most of the sample surface was covered by triangular WSe$_2$ crystals with very straight edges, indicating a uniform edge structure. Upon further increase of the H$_2$ partial pressure (increasing the H$_2$/Ar ratio), the crystal shape changed from triangular to roughly hexagonal. A high partial pressure of H$_2$ increases the flux of suboxides (WO$_{3-x}$). At low H$_2$ flows, the crystals are triangular with Se-terminated edges, and the growth rate is set by the rate of WO$_{3-x}$ arrival. It has been suggested that when the ratio of the free energy of Se (γ$_{Se}$) edges to W (γ$_W$) edges (γ$_{Se}$/γ$_W$) is greater than 2 or less than 0.5, triangular crystals are produced, while hexagonal crystals are produced when 0.5 < γ$_{Se}$/γ$_W$ < 2. Under optimal conditions in our reactor, this condition is obtained at a H$_2$ to Ar flow rate ratio of 1:6. Conversely, hexagonal crystals result for intermediate fluxes of Se and W. The largest hexagonal crystals, with a diagonal width of 165 µm, were observed for a H$_2$/Ar ratio of 1:4. The image of these crystals in Figure 2b shows a uniform color contrast suggesting uniform thickness. This was confirmed by both AFM and photoluminescence mapping. Since a 1:4 flow rate ratio gave the largest crystals, it was used as the baseline condition for the final step of the optimization process.

Figure 2 – WSe$_2$ crystals grown with under temperatures: WO$_3$ at 800 °C, Se at 500 °C, and total pressure 760 torr, with H$_2$:Ar flow ratios of (a) 1:8 gives 90 µm Se-terminated triangles and (b) 1:4 gives 165 µm mixed termination hexagons.
Finally, the growth pressure was varied. As the growth pressure was decreased from 760 torr to 450 torr, the crystal size decreased slightly. The primary effect, however, was that the growth showed poor repeatability, becoming unstable below 450 torr. Even in a single run, the variation in crystal sizes on the sample surface was very large at 450 torr. Thus, a growth pressure of 760 torr was considered optimal. AFM measurements of both WSe$_2$ triangles and hexagonal crystals were done. Both crystals have thicknesses 0.87 +/- 0.04 nm. The monolayer chalcogen-metal-chalcogen (X-M-X) structure typically have a thickness of 0.9 nm.$^{38,39,68}$ The edges of the hexagonal crystal have a jagged morphology, consistent with diffusion-limited growth of Se$_2$. Table 1 compares the optimal one-step process with the second (growth) step of Chen, et al.

Once the growth of WSe$_2$ was optimized, in-situ Nb-doping was conducted. Nb$_2$O$_5$ powder was kept in a separate boat inside the hot zone of the furnace containing the WO$_3$ boat. The dopant flux was controlled by changing the separation between the Nb$_2$O$_5$ boat and WO$_3$ boat. Four different separation distances: 0.25”, 1”, 3” and 7” were used to dope the WSe$_2$ monolayer. Elemental, optical, and electrical properties were measured to estimate the concentration of dopant and carriers.

XPS was used to measure the elemental properties of intrinsic and doped WSe$_2$ monolayers on SiO$_2$/Si substrates. We first look at the major constituents: W and Se, in undoped crystals. Figure 3(a) and (b) demonstrate the binding energy profiles for W 4f and Se 3d core levels respectively for intrinsic WSe$_2$. The binding energy peaks at 32.95 and 35.15 eV are ascribed to the doublet W 4f$_{7/2}$ and W 4f$_{5/2}$ core levels, respectively. The peaks located at 55.20 and 56.0 eV are attributed to the Se 3d$_{5/2}$ and Se 3d$_{3/2}$ binding energies. This is consistent with the reported values for the WSe$_2$. The presence of weak peaks at 35.9 and 38.5 eV correspond to the doublet W 4f$_{7/2}$ and W 4f$_{5/2}$ for WO$_3$, respectively. We ascribe this to WO$_x$ suboxide particles occasionally deposited on the surface of WSe$_2$ and/or near the edge of crystals and exclude these peaks from the analysis. The W to Se ratio calculated from the integrated peak area was 1:2.0 and 1:1.99 for the intrinsic and Nb-doped (3” separation) samples, respectively, well within the measurement uncertainty of the XPS system, indicating good stoichiometry at the optimum growth condition.

XPS was conducted on doped samples grown for boat separations of 0.25”, 3” and 7”. The binding energy peaks at 202.0 and 204.9 eV were detected corresponding to the doublet Nb 3d$_{5/2}$ and Nb 3d$_{3/2}$ core levels, respectively for the sample prepared using boat separation 0.25” (SI). A Nb concentration of ~1.5% was found for samples grown with a 0.25” separation. XPS results for the 3” and 7” samples showed weak signals that could be correlated to some, but not all, of the expected Nb peaks. As a result, the chemical concentration of Nb in these samples was too low to be reliably extracted.

Raman and PL spectroscopies were performed to reveal the optical quality and layer numbers of intrinsic and Nb-doped WSe$_2$ hexagonal crystals grown in optimum condition. The PL spectra of intrinsic and Nb-doped (3” separation) WSe$_2$ hexagonal crystals grown in optimal...
conditions display strong emission at around 759 nm and 762 nm respectively, a result of the direct band gap transition at the K point. The peak positions and calculated full-width-half-maxima (FWHM) of PL peaks for intrinsic and Nb-doped WSe$_2$ are 19 nm and 21 nm respectively. Both peak positions and FWHM are in good agreement with previously reported values for exfoliated WSe$_2$ monolayers.$^{71,73}$ Lower peak intensity and higher FWHM are observed for Nb-doped crystals than in intrinsic samples, with PL peak intensity decreasing with increasing doping. This may be due to stress and/or structural defects created by Nb doping. However, PL intensity mapping of the Nb-doped crystal produces a uniform color intensity, suggesting that the Nb doping does not affect the thickness uniformity or create large precipitates. There is a small shoulder present in the PL spectra of intrinsic WSe$_2$ samples at about 780 nm. This shoulder is more pronounced in Nb-doped samples. The origin is unknown, however the shoulder height appears to scale with the primary peak intensity. A 1” separation produce very broad PL with the highest intensity around 765 nm, suggesting a severely degraded WSe$_2$ crystallinity. PL spectra of intrinsic and Nb-doped (1” and 3” separation) WSe$_2$ hexagonal crystal grown under optimum conditions can be found in supporting information.

Raman spectra demonstrate two characteristic peaks at 248.5 and 259 cm$^{-1}$ for intrinsic WSe$_2$, confirming the E$_{2g}^{12}$ and A$_{1g}$ modes respectively, as shown in Figure 3(c). The position of these peaks is in good agreement with exfoliated monolayer WSe$_2$. Three high-energy bands at 357.5, 373 and 397 cm$^{-1}$ are also recognized. The Raman peaks at 357.5 and 373 cm$^{-1}$ are attributed to the 2E$_{1g}$ and A$_{1g}$+LA modes.$^{72}$ The lack of the B$_{2g}$ peak at ~307 cm$^{-1}$ again indicates that the hexagonal crystals are monolayer.$^{38}$

The Raman spectra of Nb-doped WSe$_2$ show E$_{2g}^{12}$ and A$_{1g}$ peaks at 247.5 and 259.0 cm$^{-1}$ respectively. This agrees with the experimental and theoretical work of Sahin, et al.$^{74}$ The peak at 250 cm$^{-1}$ shows a red shift whose magnitude increases with doping up to 1.0 cm$^{-1}$ for the 1” separation sample (Fig. 3c). The Raman intensity was found to have a uniform intensity over a large area of the crystal (not shown). Desai, at al. investigated the effects of uniaxial stress on the Raman spectra of WSe$_2$, finding a blue shift with the application of uniaxial tensile stress.$^{11}$ Sahin’s work, however, shows that uniaxial and biaxial stress has significantly different effects. The peak observed near 250 cm$^{-1}$ is a degenerate combination of E$_{2g}$ and A$_{1g}$ modes. The combination of the peaks blue shifts under biaxial compressive strain and red shifts slightly under biaxial tensile strain, but the E$_{2g}$ and A$_{1g}$ modes remain degenerate. Uniaxial strain, however, lifts the degeneracy of these two modes.$^{11}$ The effect depends of the direction of strain relative to the crystal lattice.$^{74}$ First principle calculations described below indicate
that the observed red shift is consistent with biaxial tensile stress created if the doping process involves inserting Nb onto W lattice sites, although we cannot quantify the strain.

The current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of intrinsic and Nb-doped WSe$_2$ with different boat separations are shown in figure 4(a). The current increases with decreasing boat separation. Samples with a 7” separation showed only a small change compared to the intrinsic WSe$_2$ monolayer, indicating a doping significantly less than the intrinsic concentration. Since a 1” separation produces optical degradation that we ascribe to stress-related defects, we used 3” separation samples to make transistors. We fabricated back-gated field-effect transistors (FETs) from intrinsic and Nb-doped (1” and 3” separations) WSe$_2$ crystals grown on 120 nm SiO$_2$/Si substrates. Transistor measurements were performed under ambient conditions to find the on/off ratios, threshold voltages, and carrier mobilities. The latter two parameters were extracted from the drain to source current ($I_{DS}$) versus the gate voltage ($V_G$) transfer characteristics (Figure 4(b)), as described in SI. $I_{DS}$ has been normalized to the channel width. The transfer characteristic exhibits ambipolar and unipolar p-type behavior for intrinsic and Nb-doped devices, respectively. Doping shifts the threshold voltage from -31.5 V for the undoped sample to -36.5 V for the 1” separation sample. This reduction in threshold voltage is due to the higher hole concentration in doped WSe$_2$ which retards inversion layer formation. From the shift in $V_T$ (5 V) and the estimated oxide capacitance ($3 \times 10^{-8}$ F/cm$^2$), the difference in the sheet charge density of the WSe$_2$ is calculated to be $9 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$. Similar (albeit slightly smaller) numbers can be seen in the offset of the extracted TLM sheet carrier density in Figure 4(c). This small difference is likely due to the use of the FET mobility to calculate the ungated TLM carrier density. Given the areal density of W in the lattice ($9.3 \times 10^{14}$ cm$^{-2}$), this represents an active acceptor concentration of ~0.1%, a value well below the XPS detection limit. We also find that the off-state leakage of the transistor increases with increasing doping as one goes from 3” to 1” separation. This reinforces the suggestion that heavy doping introduces defects, and so increases leakage current.

Both intrinsic and doped devices showed an on/off ratio of $10^6$ for $V_G$ swept from −40 to +40 V with a source-drain bias of 0.1 V. However, the off current of the doped device is higher than that of the intrinsic device as shown in Figure 4(b). The maximum field-effect hole mobilities of doped and intrinsic devices are 116 and 43 cm$^2$V$^{-1}$s$^{-1}$, respectively. The mobilities are comparable to previously reported CVD grown or mechanically exfoliated WSe$_2$, proving the high crystalline quality of these grown WSe$_2$ monolayer.\(^{39,62,74}\) The effect of strain on the band curvature is a possible explanation for this improvement, however the DFT calculations performed (see below) the band curvature slightly increased with doping, indicating a larger effective mass and so a slightly lower mobility. We believe that the observed mobility increase is probably due to increased screening of the coulomb scattering centers as a result of the higher carrier concentration.

The contact resistance was extracted using the transfer length method (TLM). The fabricated TLM structure has an array of two terminal devices with a Ni/Au metal stack on WSe$_2$ having a channel length varying from 3 to 12 μm and a constant width of 20 μm. All TLM measurements were done in air. It is noteworthy that intrinsic WSe$_2$ is an ambipolar semiconductor having large Schottky barriers for electrons and holes, producing an extremely large contact resistance ($R_C$).\(^{75,76}\) We observed a resistance in the range of 500 GΩ-μm for an
intrinsic sample at 0V gate bias. However, contact resistance extraction using a TLM structure is applicable only for relatively low-resistivity contacts. We therefore measured the contact resistance with suitable values of gate bias. Figure 4(c) demonstrates the total resistance and its linear fitting at -40 V gate bias for Nb-doped sample. The output characteristics (I_DS versus V_DS) of intrinsic and Nb-doped monolayer for 3 μm channel length devices can be found in supporting information. The contact resistance at different gate bias was also measured (Figure 4(c)). We observed that contact resistance of intrinsic as well as doped WSe₂ decreases with the increase of negative gate bias. A minimum value of 0.55 kΩ-μm was achieved at -40 V bias for the doped sample.

The gold contact has a workfunction close to the valence band edge of WSe₂. In intrinsic WSe₂ with no gate bias, the Fermi level is close to the middle of the energy bandgap, ensuring a large Schottky barrier for the injection of holes from the metal contact into the WSe₂. Since thermionic currents exponentially decrease with barrier height, it is unsurprising that the contact resistance is extremely large. Nb-doping of WSe₂, moves the Fermi level closer to the valance band and so dramatically increases the charge injection probability, reducing the contact resistance. Band alignment calculations, discussed below, confirmed the reduction of the Schottky hole barrier. The observed contact resistance at this juncture is lower than that obtained for graphene/WSe₂ contacts which show a resistance of ∼2 kΩ-μm. Our Nb-doped
values of contact resistance are comparable to the best results achieved on multilayer TMD devices ($\sim 0.2-0.7 \, \text{k}\Omega\text{-}\mu\text{m}$).\textsuperscript{58,77,78}

3.0 Corroboration with Density Function Theory
Doping of WSe$_2$ with Nb can lead to modifications in electronic, mechanical and optical properties. For example, the change in electronic bandgap, the induced mechanical strains, and shifts in band alignments and workfunction can be reflected in its photoluminescence, Raman shifts, and contact resistance measurements. We used DFT to connect the experimental observations with predictions from first principles.

**Figure 5** – The Nb-doped WSe$_2$ monolayer supercells for the DFT calculations are illustrated in top and side view along with energetic stability, stress, and doping type. Of the seven hypothetically possible doping configurations, two are energetically unstable. Nb substitutional doping of W is the only configuration that yields p-type doping and appreciable tensile strain that corroborates electrical and Raman measurements.
Recent computational investigations\textsuperscript{79} suggest that there are seven hypothetically possible configurations of doping WSe\textsubscript{2} with Nb as depicted in Figure 5. Five of them are chemical doping configurations and two are substitutional. The five chemical configurations can be further split into absorption cases and interstitial cases. In absorption, Nb can be absorbed on the surface of WSe\textsubscript{2} on top of a hollow site (abs\textsubscript{H}), or on top of a transition metal (abs\textsubscript{M}) or on top of a chalcogenide (abs\textsubscript{X}). In interstitial, the Nb atom can be trapped interstitially in between the WSe\textsubscript{2} atoms in two possible configurations (inter\textsubscript{I} and inter\textsubscript{I’}). For the two substitutional doping configurations, Nb could substitute for either the Se atom (sub\textsubscript{Se}) or the W atom (sub\textsubscript{W}).

In our DFT computations, we have found that two of these seven hypothetical configurations are energetically unstable (abs\textsubscript{H} and inter\textsubscript{I’}) and therefore unlikely scenarios. The second interstitial configuration (inter\textsubscript{I}), albeit energetically stable, exhibits very high tensile strain of over 2\%, making it rather unlikely. In addition, experimental studies of doping in TMD report absorption and substitutional doping, as elaborated in the introduction section, while none reported interstitial doping. This would leave four possible doping configurations, of which only the W substitutional case (sub\textsubscript{W}) yields p-type doping. We discuss the implications of Nb doping via W substitution in the context of the experimental findings.

First, W substitutional doping creates no midgap states in the bandgap. Indeed, our DFT calculations of the electronic bandstructure of the doped WSe\textsubscript{2} confirmed the absence of flat band states within the energy gap. The preservation of carrier mobility after Nb doping is consistent with this prediction. Second, W substitutional doping has a computed p-type work function of 4.9 eV, and its valence band edge is also close to the contact metal (Au) workfunction of 5.1 eV, as depicted in Figure 6. This would explain why the doped WSe\textsubscript{2} can result in a lower resistance ohmic contact. This also explains why the electrical characteristics are that of a p-type semiconductor. Third, the computed stress of the W substitutional doping

---

**Figure 6** – (a) Illustration of band diagram for Au metal contact and WSe\textsubscript{2}. Undoped WSe\textsubscript{2} forms Schottky contact with Au due to workfunction misalignment. Nb doping of WSe2 by substituting W moves WSe\textsubscript{2} work function to -4.9 eV forming ohmic contact to Au work function at -5.1 eV, (b) band alignment for all energetically stable configurations along with work function of Au contact. Bandgap value slightly changes with doping. Inter\textsubscript{I} configuration substantially modifies crystal structure yielding smaller bandgap. Sub\textsubscript{W} the only configuration with p-type work function that aligns with Au workfunction.
indicates an appreciable tensile stress. This is in good agreement with the observed Raman red shift mentioned in the experimental section. In summary, the corroboration between type of doping, strain, and band alignment strongly suggests that the Nb impurity resides primarily on the W sites.

Since DFT calculations put the Nb acceptor level very close to the valence band maximum, it is reasonable to assume complete ionization at room temperature. Using this approximation, we can compare chemical Nb concentration measured by XPS in the 1” spaced sample, with electrical results measured in the 3” and 7” samples. The results are shown in Figure 7. The doping concentration drops sharply with Nb-source position. Once can use this position to control the doping concentration in WSe$_2$ (Fig. 7).

4.0 Conclusions

In summary, we report CVD growth of monolayer WSe$_2$ crystals directly on Si/SiO$_2$ substrates. We demonstrate that crystal sizes and shapes are controlled by the major growth parameters: WO$_3$ furnace temperature, Se furnace temperature, total pressure and the H$_2$/Ar ratio. We observe hexagonal single crystals up to ~165 μm in width. P-type Nb doping of the WSe$_2$ crystal was performed in-situ using optimum growth conditions. FETs fabricated using CVD-grown monolayer intrinsic and Nb-doped WSe$_2$ show ambipolar and p-type behavior, respectively. Moderate doping produced a change in the sheet carrier concentration of ~9x10$^{11}$ cm$^{-2}$. The Nb-doped WSe$_2$ FET shows a maximum mobility of 116 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ with an on/off ratio of 10$^6$. Additionally, we observed that contact resistance of Nb-doped WSe$_2$ decreases with both doping and increase of negative gate bias, reaching a minimum value of 0.55 kΩ-μm at -40 V bias for moderately doped crystals. DFT calculations show that Nb is incorporated on W sites. This substitution introduces the tensile stress seen in Raman measurements. However, the substitution does not introduce defect states in the band gap.

5.0 Experimental Section

The substrates were cleaned in a piranha solution (H$_2$SO$_4$: H$_2$O$_2$ = 4:1) and then heated to 150 °C for drying, followed by a hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) vapor treatment for 5 minutes. Finally, a perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid tetrapotassium salt (PTAS) solution was applied to the substrate and dried to serve as a growth promoter. A charge of 3 mg of WO$_3$ powder was placed in a ceramic boat and the substrate was mounted on top of it. This assembly was placed in the center of the heating zone of furnace 1. The furnace used 5” diameter tubes. The Se powder was placed in a separate ceramic boat mounted upstream of the WO$_3$-containing boat at the center of the furnace 2 heating zone. The temperatures of furnace 1 and 2 were varied from 650 to 950 °C and 200 to 600 °C, respectively. The detailed temperature profile for optimum growth condition can be found in supplemental materials. Both furnaces were allowed
to naturally cool after growth. For growth of Nb-doped WSe$_2$, 3 mg of Nb$_2$O$_5$ powder in a third boat was kept in the heating zone of furnace 1, upstream of the WO$_3$-containing boat. The position of the former was varied to change the doping concentration.

Microscopic images and the size of WSe$_2$ crystals were determined by using a high-resolution Keyence microscope. The thickness and surface image of WSe$_2$ monolayer crystals were obtained by a Bruker Nanoscope atomic force microscope (AFM) used in contact mode. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy with Al Kα X-ray source was used to measure the elemental properties of WSe$_2$. The Raman spectra and map of WSe$_2$ monolayers were obtained using confocal Raman spectroscopy (WITec Alpha300R) with an Ar laser at 532 nm as the excitation source. The Raman spectroscopy system had a WITec (UHTS 300) detector. To focus the laser beam and to obtain the Raman signal, a 50X objective lens was used. The spot size of the laser beam was 0.5 µm. The same 532 nm laser and a different detector (WITec 2300i) were used to measure and map the photoluminescence spectra.

Device fabrication was done using WSe$_2$ crystals directly grown on Si/SiO$_2$ substrates. Optical lithography was used for device formation. A Ni/Au metal (2/60 nm) stack was used as a contact pad for the source and drain regions. Ag paste was used to contact the back of the wafer, which served as the gate electrode. A similar fabrication process was used to fabricate the transfer length method (TLM) structure for measuring the contact resistance. O$_2$ plasma etching in an Oxford Etcher (180 ICP) was used to etch the WSe$_2$ in the unwanted areas of the TLM structure. A Precision Semiconductor Parameter Analyser (Hewlett Packard HP Agilent 4156A) was used to measure the electrical characteristics of the fabricated WSe$_2$ FETs and the TLM structure. Electrical measurements were done at ambient conditions.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)\textsuperscript{80}. We chose the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional\textsuperscript{81} within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to treat the exchange-correlation interaction of electrons. We employed projector-augmented wave potentials (PAW).\textsuperscript{82} The kinetic energy cut-off for plane-wave basis was chosen as 300 eV for the calculations. A set of (4 × 4 × 1) k-point sampling is used for Brillouin zone (BZ) integration in k-space. The convergence criteria of 10-5 eV for total energy and 0.001 eV/Å for force were used for self-consistent calculations and geometry optimization, respectively. A minimum of 17 Å vacuum spacing was added along the direction perpendicular to the 2D plane, in order to avoid the interaction between the adjacent supercells. The crystal structure were constructed using VESTA.\textsuperscript{83} Spin Orbital coupling was not included.
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